
Transcript: Reflections of the FSL 
Principal Focus Group

Segment 1: Setting the context

Part A- Heightening Awareness of FSL Programs and Benefits
Female: Welcome to the video entitled From Awareness to Action: Reflections from 

the FSL Principal Focus Group.  The purpose of this video is to support 
principals and vice-principals in strengthening FSL in Ontario.  The Ministry of 
Education’s document, “A Framework for French as a Second Language in 
Ontario Schools: Kindergarten to Grade 12,” is a key component of Ontario’s 
strategy to strengthen FSL and, therefore, informs the reflective discussions 
that take place throughout this video.
In the first section, after reading a research-based article by Michael Fullen, 
the principal focus group members offer practical suggestions for strategic 
focus Area One of the framework for FSL entitled “Heightening Awareness of 
FSL Programming”.

MG: So good morning, everyone.  We’re really pleased that you were able to make 
it today.  It’s our second meeting this year.  In order to start the day, I’d 
like to ask Kara to sort of activate our thinking and lead us into the first 
discussion. So, Kara.

KB: Thank you, Mercedes.  I’d also like to welcome you all here today to a—and 
thank you for your participation in our second principal focus group meeting.  
Your contributions will definitely shape the actions that will support school 
administrators across Ontario with FSL and bring into the forefront the 
framework and its call to action.
So in order to set the context and to frame our thinking for today, I sent you 
an article and the article was “The Big Ideas behind Whole System Reform,” 
written by Michael Fullen in 2010.  It outlines seven essential ideas which 
include the following: believing that all children can learn; keeping the focus 
on a small number of key priorities; possessing resolute leaders who stay 
focused on those key priorities even when times get difficult, and as principals 
we know that there are sometimes those times; building collective capacity 
within and across schools; using precise and effective strategies throughout 
collaboration with schools; reinforcing accountability that is shared throughout 
the district; and, finally, “all means all” which for Mr. Fullen, it emphasizes that 
piecemeal efforts of whole school reform don’t produce results.

So when I read the article, and I put it in the context of the framework, I could 
absolutely see alignment.  For example, the first big idea is all children can 
learn which a true underpinning of the framework document is for FSL as it is 
one of the guiding principles of the document.  In having only three goals, the 
framework also focuses on a small number of key priorities that will lead to 



the vision that students in English language school boards have the 
confidence and ability to use their French daily effectively in their daily lives.  
To that end, let’s start a reflection, so please consider this question: “What 
are three critical actions that leaders might take to in order to respond to the 
call of action laid out in the framework?”

MB: I think in reading Fullen’s article and then reflecting on the connection to the 
framework, one of the things that hit me right away was visibility and value.  I 
think through the whole literacy and numeracy movement in the province we 
get what we give attention to.  And now that now that we’re raising the FSL 
profile through the framework we’re going to get—we’re going to give more 
attention to the importance of French as a second language and then we 
should get more return on that.
So as a principal and thinking about what does that mean for me and my 
building, looking at what do I value?  So looking at the walls in my building, 
looking when I walk into classrooms, what am I seeing?  I’m in a dual-track 
school so in immersion classroom that’s very evident but in my core French 
classroom it’s not always so.  So encouraging and supporting staff to share 
the wall space, to promote having children’s French work up, having it up in 
our hallways, encouraging my teachers to have their dates on the board in 
both languages, encouraging them to risk take in front of their children by 
speaking French.  That—just keeping that—valuing it and giving it visibility in 
the building. 

WB: And one of the things that I pulled into that was how to build that and working 
on building that positive school climate and working on that risk taking that 
you mentioned.  And that not just—we want our students to take risks in their 
learning but we want our staff to take risks in their learning.  And I think that 
that piece that you cited where core French teachers are doing not just the 
French in their classrooms but the other subject areas that are of interest to 
our students ...  And we need to hook into their interests so well.  And I think if 
we can emphasize more that risk taking and if we can do that through that 
promotion of a positive school climate, that we’ll get at that deeper learning 
that we’re really looking for students to do and that we get away from that 
superficial talking(?) of the “Bonjour! (indiscernible) Comment ça va?” and we 
get to the heart of some of that critical thinking and that visible student 
thinking.


